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 The aim of this research was to find out the effect of varied physical 
activities, namely, brisk walking (BW), aerobic exercises (AE) and yogasana on 
physiological variables resting heart rate and vital capacity of geriatric men. 60 geriatric 
men in the age group between 60 and 70 years were assigned into four groups of which 
first group served as BW group, second group served as AE group third group served as 
yogasana group (YG) and the fourth group was control group (CG). The subjects were 
measured of their resting heart rate through palpation method and vital capacity through 
Spirometer. The subjects underwent experimental protocols for 12 weeks and post test 
scores were obtained. ANCOVA results showed vital capacity was significantly 
improved due to varied physical exercise as the obtained F value of 15.18 was significant 
and the Scheffe’s post hoc analysis results showed compared to control group all the 
three experimental groups improved vital capacity. The results on resting pulse rate 
proved yogic practices significantly altered resting pulse rate while other forms of 
physical activities failed to significantly alter.  It was concluded that geriatric men can 
improve resting heart rate and vital capacity by yogasanas then brisk walking and aerobic 
exercises which were able to significantly alter only vital capacity and not resting heart 
rate. 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The chronological milestones which mark life stages in the developed world, old 
age in many developing countries is seen to begin at the point when active contribution is 
no longer possible." (Gorman, 2000)   Thus, ageing process is of course a biological 
reality which has its own dynamic, largely beyond human control. When one grows older, 
bones can become brittle and the muscles shorten. An elderly person can lose the balance 
and coordination that they have had their entire lives.  

Exercise can reduce incidents of arthritis and osteoporosis by increasing bone 
density and joint range of motion. Staying active helps keep the body flexible. Stretching 
routines will lengthen muscle tissue and help prevent wasting and shortening. Physical 
exercises of any form are prescribed to improve the health at any stage of the life as 
physical activity helps for mobility during old age. There is no down side to regular 
exercise as one grow older. Even if traditional programmes will not work because of 
physical constraints, one can still be active. Many problems associated with growing 
older will improve if one stay active, as long as the doctor accepts.( Darla Ferrara (2011)  

Abstract 
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Physical exercise in the form of walking helps overcome some of the physical 
problems associated with getting older by improving balance, co-ordination and joint 
flexibility. Thereby reducing the risk of falls and preventing the development of 
osteoarthritis and osteoporosis by strengthening bones and joints and improving 
muscle strength, increasing confidence, stamina and energy levels, while reducing 
the risk of developing Alzheimer’s, dementia and confusion. Thus, walking is a 
great way of getting out and about and if one do it with friends or join a walking 
group, it can be a great way to socialise. For effective geriatric care walking is 
prescribed while only around 15% of people aged over 65 are currently achieving this.  

Aerobics is another form of physical activity with stretching and strength training 
routines with the goal of improving all elements of fitness, flexibility, muscular strength, 
and cardiovascular fitness. Aerobic fitness helps to promote the cardio- respiratory 
system from disease and it promotes physical, mental, emotional and spiritual 
development. Aerobic programme can be started at any age and the intensity of the 
programme can also be suited to meet the larger needs of the individual. 

Yoga has a complete massage for humanity.  It is a massage for the human body, 
human mind and human body, human mind and human soul. (Swami Kuvalayananda, 
1977)  Through constant practice of yoga, one can overcome all difficulties and eradicate 
all weakness. (Ananda, 1982) .  

Valiani V et.al. (2016)  investigated metabolic rate (MR) of walking, 
walking performance, and perception-based exertion during walking in older adults  and 
reported a steady increase in Ratings of perceived exertion  (RPE). García-Esquinas E 
et.al. (2016)  evaluated the longitudinal relationship between serum uric acid 
concentrations and risk of frailty. Result for a 1mg/dL increase in serum uric acid 
concentration was 1.12 (1.00-1.24). Similar associations were observed across subgroups 
defined by sex, age, body mass index, and physical activity. As regards each frailty 
component, the odds ratios (95% confidence interval) per 1mg/dL increase in serum uric 
acid were 1.10 (0.99-1.23) for low physical activity, 1.08 (0.95-1.23) for 
low walking speed, 1.08 (0.67-1.73) for exhaustion and 0.91 (0.81-1.02) for weakness. 
Serum uric acid concentrations are positively associated with the risk of frailty in older 
adults. Bhavanani AB et.al. (2015)  determined cardiovascular effects of a single session 
of an integrated "silver yoga" program in senior citizens. There is a healthy reduction in 
HR, BP and derived cardiovascular indices following a single yoga session 
in geriatric subjects. These changes may be attributed to enhanced harmony of cardiac 
autonomic function as a result of coordinated breath-body work and mind-body 
relaxation due to an integrated "Silver Yoga" program. Henderson RM et al. (2016)  
compared the effect of aerobic training (AT) versus resistance training (RT) on gait speed 
and other functional measures. In AT participants, lower baseline VO2peak was 
associated with less improvement in chair rise time and self-reported disability. While 
both AT and RT improved usual-pace gait speed, only AT improved fast-pace gait speed 
and suggested for research to directly compare which mode of training elicits the 
maximum improvement in older individuals with specific functional deficits could lead to 
better intervention targeting. 
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The theoretical findings based on previous researches proved that there was 
further necessity to explore whether varied physical activities, namely, brisk walking or 
aerobic exercises or yogic practices specifically contribute to geriatric men resting pulse 
rate and vital capacity as such findings could help them to involve increased physical 
activity suitable for them. 

METHODOLOGY 

Data on geriatric men from Chennai city were collected through a survey on 
treatments, place of residence, interest and ability to participate in the study. Based on 
results 60 geriatric men were selected.   The selected subjects were in the age group 
between 60 and 70 years. They were assigned into four groups of which first group 
served as brisk walking group (BWG), second group served as aerobic exercises (AEG) 
group, third group served as yogasana group (YG) and the fourth group was control 
group (CG) which did not underwent any special treatment except of their routine. All the 
subjects were measured of their resting heart rate through palpation method and vital 
capacity using Spirometer which formed pre test scores.  The subjects were involved in 
their respective experimental protocols and post test scores were collected immediately 
after the completion of the experimental period of 12 weeks. The obtained data were 
subjected to statistical treatment using ANCOVA and Scheffe’s post hoc tests. 

RESULTS  

Tab 1:  Descriptive Statistics on effect of Brisk walking, Aerobic training, Yogic 
practices and Control Groups of Geriatric Men on Resting Pulse Rate and 
Vital capacity 

Groups Test Resting Pulse Rate Vital Capacity 

M σ M σ 

Brisk walking 

Initial 75.73 7.10 3736 480 

Final 72.07 5.75 3836 438 
Adjusted 71.90  3736  

Aerobic 
training 

Initial 76.87 6.00 3673 374 

Final 73.60 5.00 3788 333 
Adjusted  73.04  3747  

Yogic practices 

Initial 73.80 3.36 3433 480 

Final 69.47 3.36 3630 500 
Adjusted  69.95  3812  

Control Group 
Initial 74.53 7.33 3673 362 

Final 75.13 4.67 3673 319 
Adjusted  75.37  3632  
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 The initial and final scores of resting pulse rate and vital capacity showed 
improvements and to test statistical significance ANCOVA was employed and the results 
presented in Table 2. 

Tab 2: COMPUTATION OF ANCOVA DUE TO BRISK WALKING, AEROBIC 
TRAINING AND YOGIC PRACTICES AND CONTROL GROUP 
AMONG GERIATRIC MEN 

 Source 
of 
Variance 

Sum of 
Squares 

df Mean 
Squares 

Obtained F 

RESTING PULSE RATE 
Pre Test  Between 81.93 3 27.31  

0.72 Within  2118.80 56 37.84 
Post Test   Between 262.73 3 87.58  

3.84* Within 1276.00 56 22.79 
Adjusted 
Post Test  

Between 230.02 3 76.67  
4.09* Within 1030.79 55 18.74 

VITAL CAPACITY 
Pre Test  Between 807125.00 3 269041.67  

1.47 Within  10274333.33 56 183470.24 
Post Test   Between 419614.58 3 139871.53  

0.85 Within 9194250.00 56 164183.04 
Adjusted 
Post Test  

Between 242497.80 3 80832.60  
15.18* Within 292869.48 55 5324.90 

Required F(0.05), (df 3,75) =2.77 
* Significant at 0.05 level of confidence 
 
 
 The results on resting pulse rate and vital capacity proved significant with F value 
of 4.09 and 15.18 on adjusted means, which were found to be significant at 0.05 level.  
The post hoc analysis results are presented in Table 3 to compare paired means of 
differences. 
 
Tab 3:  Multiple Paired Adjusted Means Comparisons between varied physical 
exercises among geriatric men 

Brisk walking 
Group 

Aerobic 
training 
Group 

Yogic 
practices 
Group 

Control 
Group 

MEAN 
DIFF 

 C.I 

RESTING PULSE RATE 

71.90 73.04   1.15 4.56 
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71.90  69.95  1.94 4.56 

71.90   75.37 3.47 4.56 

 73.04 69.95  3.09 4.56 

 73.04  75.37 2.33 4.56 

  69.95 75.37 5.42* 4.56 

VITAL CAPACITY 

3736.61 3747.22   10.62 76.81 

3736.61  3812.28  75.67 76.81 

3736.61   3632.22 104.38* 76.81 

 3747.22 3812.28  65.06 76.81 

 3747.22  3632.22 115.00* 76.81 

  3812.28 3632.22 180.06* 76.81 

 * Significant at 0.05 level. 
 
DISCUSSIONS 
 

The results on physiological variables, vital capacity and resting pulse rate on the 
effect of varied physical exercises, namely, brisk walking, aerobic exercise and yogic 
practices among geriatric men were presented in Tables 1 to 3. The descriptive statistic 
showed existence of differences in means.  ANCOVA results showed vital capacity was 
significantly improved due to varied physical exercise as the obtained F value of 15.18 
was significant and the Scheffe’s post hoc analysis results showed compared to control 
group, brisk walking group, aerobic exercise group and yogic practices significantly 
improved vital capacity while there was no significant difference among experimental 
groups. 

The ANCOVA results on resting pulse rate was significantly altered due to varied 
physical exercise as the obtained F value of 4.09 was significant and the Scheffe’s post 
hoc analysis results showed compared to control group yogic practices significantly 
altered resting pulse rate.  The comparisons among varied physical exercises on resting 
pulse rate proved that there was no significant difference between treatment groups in 
altering resting pulse rate among geriatric men.  

Valiani V et.al. (2016)  investigated metabolic rate (MR) of walking, 
walking performance, and perception-based exertion during walking in older adults and 
indicate a potential disconnect between metabolic output and sensations during 
movement. Henderson RM et al. (2016)  compared the effect of aerobic training (AT) 
versus resistance training (RT) on gait speed and other functional measures and suggested 
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research to directly compare which mode of training elicits the maximum improvement in 
older individuals with specific functional deficits could lead to better intervention 
targeting.  Nanduri AP et.al. (2016)  implemented peer-led exercise and education 
program for older adults  and found their knowledge of bone health, nutrition, and fall 
prevention increased. Offering low-cost disease-specific programs helps minimize the 
complications of osteoporosis and improve the overall health of participants. Bhavanani 
AB et.al. (2015)  determined cardiovascular effects of a single session of an integrated 
"silver yoga" program in senior citizens. There is a healthy reduction in HR, BP and 
derived cardiovascular indices following a single yoga session in geriatric subjects. These 
changes may be attributed to enhanced harmony of cardiac autonomic function as a result 
of coordinated breath-body work and mind-body relaxation due to an integrated 
"Silver Yoga" program. 
 

The findings of this study proved that physiological variables vital capacity and 
resting heart rate were significantly improved due to varied physical exercises, namely, 
brisk walking, aerobic exercise and yogic practices and the findings of this study were in 
agreement with the above previous researches.   

CONCLUSIONS 
 

It was concluded geriatric men can improve resting heart rate and vital capacity 
by yogasanas and than brisk walking and aerobic exercises which were able to 
significantly alter only vital capacity and not resting heart rate.  
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